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Abstract

Over the years there has been several packages devel�
oped that provide a workbench for genetic algorithm
�GA� research� Most of these packages use the genera�
tional model inspired by GENESIS� A few have adopted
the steady�state model used in Genitor� Unfortunately�
they have some de�ciencies when working with order�
based problems such as packing� routing� and schedul�
ing� This paper describes LibGA� which was devel�
oped speci�cally for order�based problems� but which
also works easily with other kinds of problems� It of�
fers an easy to use �user�friendly� interface and allows
comparisons to be made between both generational and
steady�state genetic algorithms for a particular problem�
It includes a variety of genetic operators for reproduc�
tion� crossover� and mutation� LibGA makes it easy to
use these operators in new ways for particular applica�
tions or to develop and include new operators� Finally�
it o�ers the unique new feature of a dynamic generation
gap�

Introduction

Genetic algorithms �GAs� are based on the principle of
natural evolution� A fundamental premise of genetic
algorithms is that they can solve complicated prob�
lems by simulating evolution� GAs are able to prune
a search space and generate plausible solutions within
the problem speci�ed constraints by emulating biolog�
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ical selection and reproduction� Over the years there
has been several genetic algorithm packages developed
by researchers� The majority of these use the �gener�
ational� model �rst described by Holland 	
� and later
made more popularly known by Goldberg 	��� The �rst
widely available implementation of a generational GA
was in GENESIS 	�� A few GA packages use the newer
�steady�state� model �rst used in Genitor 	���

The problem with existing GA packages is that they are
very di�cult to use in one way or another for perform�
ing research into order�based problems� These problems
include packing� routing� scheduling� and other �NP�
complete� problems� Consequently� the authors have de�
veloped a GA package called LibGA which incorporates
many of the di�erent options and variations of existing
GA packages� It also speci�cally provides support for
order�based problems� LibGA is a library of various GA
functions and operations that have been packaged into
an easy to use system for researchers to develop GAs
for their particular problems�

This paper provides a brief introduction to genetic al�
gorithms and surveys existing packages� It describes
LibGA in detail and provides an example of how it can
be used�

Genetic Algorithms

A genetic algorithm is an iterative procedure which bor�
rows the ideas of natural selection and �survival of the
�ttest� from natural evolution� By simulating natural
evolution in this way� a GA can easily solve complex
problems� Furthermore� by emulating biological selec�
tion and reproduction techniques� a GA can e�ectively
search the problem domain in a general� representation�
independent manner�

The genetic algorithm maintains a population or pool
of candidate solutions for a given objective function�
The candidate solutions represent an encoding of the
problem into a form that is analogous to the chromo�
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somes of biological systems� Each chromosome is made
up of a string of genes �whose values are called alle�
les�� The chromosome is typically represented in the
GA as a string of bits� However� integers and �oating
point numbers have been used� The chromosome also
has associated with it a �tness value� which is found by
evaluating the chromosome with the objective function�
It is the �tness of a chromosome which determines its
ability to survive and produce o�spring�

Once an initial pool has been generated and all of its
members have been evaluated� the genetic algorithm
begins its emulation of the life cycle� At each step
in the iteration� chromosomes are probabilistically se�
lected from the population for reproduction� O�spring
are generated through a process called crossover� which
can be augmented by mutation� The o�spring are then
placed back in the pool� perhaps replacing other mem�
bers of the pool� This process can be modeled using
either a �generational� 	�� 
� or a �steady�state� 	�� ge�
netic algorithm� The generational GA saves o�spring in
a temporary location until the end of a generation� At
that time the o�spring replaces the entire current pop�
ulation� Conversely� the steady�state GA immediately
places o�spring back into the current population�

The genetic algorithm relys on genetic operators for se�
lection� crossover� mutation� and replacement� The se�
lection operators use the �tness values to select a por�
tion of the population to be parents for the next gen�
eration� Parents are combined using the crossover and
mutation operators to produce o�spring� This process
combines the �ttest chromosomes and passes superior
genes to the next generation� thus providing new points
in the solution space� The replacement operators en�
sure that the �least �t� or weakest chromosomes of the
population are displaced by more �t chromosomes�

While the fundamental concepts of genetic algorithms
are fairly simple and straightforward� there are numer�
ous implementation variations and options to incorpo�
rate into a genetic algorithm� For example� there are nu�
merous ways to parametrize a model and encode it into a
�nite length chromosome� There are numerous selection
techniques for determining chromosomes for crossover�
There are literally dozens of possible crossover opera�
tors that have been developed in recent years depending
on the problem type and chromosome encoding scheme�
There are also several techniques for introducing some
random changes to a chromosome �i�e�� mutation��

Existing GA Packages

The �rst widely available genetic algorithm was GENE�
SIS 	�� written by John Grefenstette in ���� Since that

time� a variety of genetic algorithm packages have been
developed� Most of these use the generational model�
However� a few use the steady�state model introduced
with Genitor 	�� in ����� The following is an overview of
existing GA packages� For a current list of GA packages�
the reader is referred to the GA Software Survey 	��� It
contains more detailed information concerning what is
available and how to obtain GA packages�

GAucsd 	�� is a GENESIS�based genetic algorithm� It
o�ers several bug �xes and an improved user interface�
It can additionally distribute experiments over a net�
work of machines� Perhaps the most notable feature
is Dynamic Parameter Encoding �DPE�� DPE is a tech�
nique which is used in continuous search spaces� It rede�
�nes the encoding used for the chromosome� adapting
the �granularity� to the convergence rate� Like GEN�
ESIS� GAucsd was designed primarily for use on bit
string type genomes� which does not work well with
order�based problems� While GAucsd can encode the
integers using grey�code bit strings� it does not ensure
that order is preserved� This can produce chromosomes
with invalid allele orderings or alleles with meaningless
bit patterns� GAucsd uses a variant of roulette for se�
lection� a two�point crossover� and a bit inverting mu�
tation�

GENEsYs 	�� is another notable generational genetic
algorithm� It is based on GENESIS and includes se�
lection schemes such as linear ranking� Boltzmann�
�mu�lambda��selection� and general extinctive selection
variants� Uniform and n�point crossover as well as dis�
crete and intermediate recombination are included� Mu�
tation can be self�adaptive� Unfortunately� it doesn�t
give the user the ability to test a steady�state model
with these options�

Genitor is a steady�state GA which uses a rank�based�
biased selection and weakest chromosome replacement�
It has the ability to work with bit� integer and �oating
point types� It includes an example GA for the travel�
ing salesman problem with order� PMX and edge�based
crossover operators� It can also perform subpopulation
modeling� Genitor has been used successfully by the
authors 	�� in the past for order�based problems� How�
ever� steady�state genetic algorithms can converge pre�
maturely� They require large pool sizes and many trials
to ensure the best solution is found�

LibGA

LibGA was inspired by the authors frustration at the
de�ciencies of existing GA packages� Previous research
had been limited to the steady�state GA used in Gen�
itor augmented with custom order�based crossover and
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�include �ga�h�

main��

�

GA�Info�Ptr ga�info�

int obj�fun���

ga�info � GA�config��ga�cfg�	 obj�fun��

GA�run�ga�info��




obj�fun�chrom�

Chrom�Ptr chrom�

�

chrom��fitness � � fitness �




Figure �� Simple Interface to LibGA

mutation functions� However� the problems that steady�
state GAs have with premature convergence led to the
desire to use the more commonly used generational ge�
netic algorithm� The authors decided that modifying
Genitor to include a generational model was too great
a task� Consequently� the authors decided that the only
solution was to develop their own genetic algorithm�
LibGA�

LibGA is a collection of routines written in the C pro�
gramming language under a Unix platform� It includes a
variety of genetic operators for reproduction� crossover�
and mutation� Routines are provided which implement
both generational and steady�state genetic algorithms
using the genetic operators� Other routines are pro�
vided for initialization� reading the con�guration �le�
and generating reports�

Interface

Figure � illustrates the interface to LibGA� It is very
simple� The �le ga�h is included to obtain the nec�
essary de�nitions� In the main function� GA config��

is �rst called to initialize and con�gure the global pa�
rameters as speci�ed in the con�guration �le� A pointer
to these parameters is returned by GA config�� and as�
signed to ga info� The argument �ga�cfg� is the path�
name of the con�guration �le and obj fun is a pointer to
the user�s objective function� GA run�� is then invoked
to run the genetic algorithm using the parameters in
ga info�

The user�s objective function is called whenever the ge�
netic algorithm needs to evaluate a chromosome� A
pointer to the chromosome in question is passed to the
objective function� The objective function must de�
code the chromosome �if necessary�� compute the �tness
value� and assign that value to the chromosome�

���� GA configuration info type ����

typedef struct �

���� Basic info ����

char user�data����� � User data file �unused� �

int rand�seed� � Random seed �

int datatype� � Data type �

int ip�flag� � Initial pool flag �

char ip�data����� � Initial pool data �

int pool�size� � Pool size �

int chrom�len� � Chr� size �

int num�trials� � Number of trials �

in� minimize� � Minimize EV�fun �yn�� �

ixt elitist� � Use elitism �yn�� �

float bias� � Selection bias �

float mu�rate� � Mutation rate �

float gap� � Generation gap �

���� Functions ����

int ��GA�fun�� � GA �

int ��SE�fun�� � Selection �

int ��X�fun�� � Crossover �

int ��MU�fun�� � Mutation �

int ��EV�fun�� � Evaluation �

int ��RE�fun�� � Replacement �

���� Reports ����

int rp�type� � Type of output report �

int rp�interval� � Output report interval �

char rp�file����� � Output report file name �

���� Pools ����

Pool�Ptr old�pool	 new�pool�

���� Stats ����

Chrom�Ptr best� � Best chromosome �

int num�mut	 tot�mut� � Mutation Statistics �


 GA�Info�Type�

Figure �� LibGA�s GA Info Structure Type

Figure � shows the GA Info Type structure used by
LibGA� A pointer �GA Info Ptr� to a GA Info Type

structure is declared in the user�s program� LibGA uses
the information contained in this structure to run the
genetic algorithm� Note this makes it possible to run
several genetic algorithms in parallel� or to run a hy�
brid GA which dynamically changes parameters while
the program is running� When GA config�� is invoked�
a GA Info Type structure is allocated and all of its pa�
rameters are set to their default values� Consequently�
the default con�guration information can be changed by
modifying the source code which performs the initializa�
tion� However� this is not recommended�

The recommended way to change LibGA�s con�gura�
tion from the defaults is through the use of a con�g�
uration �le� The user will most likely begin using the
�le �ga�cfg� included with LibGA� The �le is parsed
by LibGA using a free format� Comments are de�ned
as the text between a ��� character and the end of line
character� Initially� the entire �le contains comments�
Each con�guration directive has a description indicat�
ing its use� default value� side e�ects� etc� Following the
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� GA Type�

� generational � generational GA

� steady�state � steady�state GA

�

� WARNING� This directive has the following

� side effects�

�

� directive generational steady�state

� ��������� ������������ ������������

� selection roulette rank�biased

� replacement append by�rank

� rp�interval � ���

�

� DEFAULT� generational

�������������������������������������������������

� ga generational

� ga steady�state

Figure �� Sample Con�guration File Directive

description are �commented out� examples of how to use
the directive� The user need only remove the ��� charac�
ter to use the new directive to change the con�guration
for his or her program�

Figure � illustrates the use of a directive in the con�gu�
ration �le� The description indicates that this directive�
ga� sets the GA type� The parameter can be set to either
generational or steady�state� The default value is
generational� This directive also has the side e�ect of
modifying the values for the selection� replacement�
and rp interval directives for the respective options�
To con�gure the GA for a steady�state method� the user
should remove the ��� from the �ga steady�state� di�
rective�

Data Structures

There are four data types on which LibGA de�
pends� GA Info Type� Gene Type� Chrom Type� and
Pool Type� The GA Info Type contains all of the con�
�guration information for a particular problem instance�
as well as the results after the GA has �nished� The
Gene Type is the basic data type �e�g�� unsigned int� for
each gene or allele in a chromosome� The Chrom Type
de�nes a chromosome� which includes a collection of
genes� �tness value for the chromosome� and other use�
ful information� The Pool Type� which de�nes the pool
or pools� likewise includes a collection of chromosomes�
collective pool �tness� best and worst chromosomes� etc�
Pointers to the structures are GA Info Ptr� Gene Ptr�
Chrom Ptr� and Pool Ptr� respectively� These struc�
tures are easily available for a researcher to use and
perhaps adapt for special needs�

Genetic Operators

LibGA includes operators for selection� replacement�
crossover� and mutation� In all cases� selection and re�
placement can be augmented with elitism� which ensures
that the best member survives into the next generation�

Selection

The selection operators included in LibGA are�
uniform�random� roulette� min�roulette� and rank�
biased� Uniform�random selection simply picks a mem�
ber of the pool at random� completely ignoring �tness or
other factors� Each chromosome in the pool is equally
likely to be selected�

Roulette selection is the classical selection operator for
generational genetic algorithms as described in Gold�
berg 	��� Each member of the pool is assigned space on
a roulette wheel proportional to its �tness� The mem�
bers with the greatest �tness have the highest proba�
bility of selection� This selection technique works only
for a genetic algorithm which maximizes its objective
function� The authors are not aware of any literature
describing a roulette wheel selection technique for mini�
mizing a function� Consequently� min�roulette selection
was developed for this class of problems�

Min�roulette is a very straightforward algorithm� The
trick is to make the percentage of total �tness for chro�
mosome i� pi� inversely proportional to the �tness of
that chromosome� fi� That is� smaller fi results in
larger pi� This is done by scaling the �tness for each
chromosome relative to the total �tness�

f �

i
�

P
fi

fi

then scaling the result�

pi �
f �

iP
f �

i

to obtain the percentage of total �tness�

Rank�biased selection is the selection method used in
Genitor� The pool is sorted by �tness value and chro�
mosomes are selected using a selection bias parameter�
The bias �which ranges from ��� to ���� speci�es the
amount of preference to be given to the best members
of the pool� For example� a bias value of � indicates
that the best member is twice as likely to be selected as
the average member of the pool�
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Replacement

The available replacement operators are� append� by�
rank� �rst�weaker� and weakest� The append replace�
ment operator appends new chromosomes to an existing
pool� This operator is used in the classical generational
GA to place o�spring in the new pool� The by�rank
operator is the one used in Genitor� The pool is ranked
by sorted �tness value� If the chromosome has a high
enough �tness� it will be placed in the pool� displacing
weaker chromosomes� If its �tness is not better than
the weakest member of the pool� it is a �failure� and is
not placed in the pool� The weakest and �rst�weaker
operators are somewhere between the append and by�
rank operators� In this case� the pool is not sorted by
�tness value� A chromosome may only be placed in the
pool if it can �nd a weaker chromosome to displace� The
�rst�weaker operator performs a linear scan through the
pool to �nd a weaker chromosome and replaces the �rst
one it encounters� The weakest operator replaces the
weakest member of the pool with the new chromosome
unless the new chromosome itself is weaker�

Crossover

LibGA�s crossover operators are� simple� order�� order��
position� cycle� PMX� and asexual� Simple crossover is
used for traditional bit string encodings of the chro�
mosome� A random crossover point is selected which
divides each parent into two parts� Alternate parts are
contributed by each parent to generate two o�spring�
This is also known as single point crossover� This does
not work for order�based problems since order is not
preserved� The other crossover operators will preserve
order information� The order�� order�� position� cy�
cle� and PMX operators are described in Starkweather
et al� 	��� The asexual operator is a simple swap of
two randomly selected genes� which also is suitable for
order�based problems�

Mutation

LibGA currently o�ers the mutation operators� simple�
invert� simple�random� and swap� The simple�invert and
simple�random operators are used in bit string chromo�
some representations� They both mutate at random�
based on the mutation rate� They also pick which bit
is to be mutated at random� The di�erence is that
simple�invert inverts the bit and simple�random selects
the value randomly� Since the random selection could
choose the same bit value� one would expect simple�
random to invert the bit only half of the time that mu�
tation occurs� The swap mutation operator is included
for integer chromosome representations� Like the other

operators� it randomly mutates based on the mutation
rate� However� the mutation swaps two randomly se�
lected alleles� Note that asexual crossover and swap
mutation are virtually the same�

Dynamic Generation Gap

In generational genetic algorithms the o�spring are
saved in a separate pool until there are as many as in the
original pool� Then the o�spring�s pool replaces the par�
ent�s pool for the next generation� The situation is quite
di�erent in the steady�state genetic algorithmwhere the
o�spring and parents occupy the same pool� Clearly�
these two cases represent the two extremes of overlap
between the generations� Consequently� the authors
have included �generation gap� with LibGA� Generation
gap is a parameter used in genetic algorithms to specify
the amount of overlap desired� In a recent paper� De
Jong 	�� concluded that generation gap has little impor�
tance in a genetic algorithm� He further concluded that
the choice of selection and replacement strategies have
the most profound e�ect� However� De Jong based his
results on tests performed on genetic algorithms with�
out crossover or mutation� Hence� this is still an open
question� Consequently� the generation gap parameter
has been incorporated into LibGA so that further test�
ing can be done on �real�world� genetic algorithms� The
authors are also currently evaluating the e�ects of a dy�
namic generation gap on genetic algorithms� That is�
how the GA is e�ected by varying the generation gap
while the algorithm is running�

LibGA Applied

The authors are particularly interested in applying ge�
netic algorithms to packing� routing� and scheduling
problems 	��� These �NP�complete� problems have no
known polynomial time solution� It is hoped that ge�
netic algorithms can provide an acceptable approxima�
tion for these problems�

The following is a description of an example use of
LibGA on a two�dimensional packing problem� The goal
is to minimize the height of the packing obtained using
next �t in a two�dimensional� open�ended bin� The test
was limited to a comparison of the di�erent crossover
techniques under generational and steady�state mod�
els� The generational model used min�roulette selection
and append replacement� The steady�state model used
uniform�random selection and �rst�weaker replacement�
Elitismwas used� but mutation and generation gap were
not� The pool size was �xed at ���� The number of gen�
erations were bounded at ��� for the generational model
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Generational Steady�State
Crossover Best Ave Worst Best Ave Worst

Order� �� �
�� �� �� ���� ��

Order� �� �
�� �� �� �
� ��
Position �
 ���� �� �� ���� ��
Cycle �� ��� � �
 ���� ��
PMX �
 ���� �� �� ���� ��
Asexual �� ���� �� �� �
�� ��

Average ���� �
�� ���� ���� �
�� ����

Table �� Results with �
 Packages �Opt� � ���

Generational Steady�State
Crossover Best Ave Worst Best Ave Worst

Order� 	
 	�� ��� 	� 	�� ���
Order� 	� 	��� ��� ��� ����� ���
Position ��� ���� ��� ��� ����� ���
Cycle �� ���� ��
 �� ��	�� ���
PMX ��� ����� ��� 	� ���� ��

Asexual �� ���� �� �� ���� ���

Average 	��� ����� ����� 	� ����� �����

Table �� Results with ��� Packages �Opt� � ���

and ������� for the steady�state model� Note that these
di�erences re�ect the di�erent de�nition of a generation
in either model�

The tests consist of two contrived data sets containing
�
 and ��� packages� which can be optimally packed
with heights of �� and ��� respectively� Note that the
�
 package data set has approximately ���� possible or�
derings and the ��� package data set has over �����

possible orderings� Each data set was run under gener�
ational and steady�state models� using order�� order��
position� cycle� PMX� and asexual crossover operators�
Each test was run using �� di�erent random seeds�

Table � shows the results of running LibGA on the
�
 package data set� The values under best� ave� and
worst indicate the distribution of the �tness obtained
under the �� random seeds� That is� they show the
range of best values obtained by each test� As indi�
cated in bold face� the best performing crossover oper�
ator on average for the generational model was asex�
ual crossover� The best for the steady�state was or�
der�� Considering the average performer� the best gen�
erational crossover was marginally better than the best
steady�state crossover ����� versus ���
�� However� the
steady�state was marginally better when averaging all
crossover operators ����� versus ���
�� Asexual and or�
der� crossover gave better results on average for the
generational model while the other crossover operators
performed better using the steady�state model� Note
the generational GA had not yet converged in all cases
using asexual crossover and in most cases using the or�
der� crossover� The steady�state GA converged in all
cases� The lack of convergence actually made no dif�
ference since the generational GA already had better
�tness� The optimal packing was found in  of the runs

for generational and � of the runs for steady�state�

Table � shows the results of running LibGA on the ���
package data set� As indicated in bold face� the asex�
ual crossover operator was the best performing crossover
for both models� This was a surprising result� It had
signi�cantly better performance under the generational
model� When averaging the performance of all crossover
operators� the result was a tie �������� As in Table �� the
asexual and order� were winners for generational� Or�
der�� PMX� position� and cycle were winners for steady�
state� The optimal packing was never found� The best
value was �� ����� times optimal�� which is much better
than expected using next �t�

It is important to remember that these results are based
on the particular problem and GA parameters used�
However� it shows how useful LibGA can be by giv�
ing the researcher the ability to compare di�erent tech�
niques and options� and construct a particular GA spe�
ci�c for the given application�

Conclusions

LibGA provides a user�friendly workbench for order�
based genetic algorithm research� It can also be used in
other problem domains� It provides a rich set of opera�
tors for selection� crossover� mutation� and replacement�
Unlike any other GA package� LibGA allows the re�
searcher to compare both generational and steady�state
models using all of these operators� LibGA makes it
easy for the researcher to add new operators and even
new or hybrid GA models speci�c to an application�
Other features such as elitism� generation gap� and the
unique new dynamic generation gap feature enhance
LibGA�s problem solving skill� In the future� LibGA will
be extended to include more operators and features� It
will be used not only for studying speci�c problems� but
also for studying genetic algorithms in general �theory
and applications��
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